The role of glacier retreat for Swiss hydropower production
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Abstract

Alpine hydropower production (HP) strongly relies on water resources that are influenced by glacier melt and are thus highly sensitive to climate warming. Despite of the continuous glacier retreat since the development of HP infrastructure in the 20th century, little quantitative information is available about the role of glacier mass loss for HP. Switzerland produces over 50% of its electricity from hydropower, notably exploiting the water resources of all glaciers in the country. In this paper, we provide the first quantification for the share of hydropower production that directly relies on the waters released by glacier mass loss, i.e. on the depletion of long-term ice storage that cannot be replenished by precipitation in the coming decades. We in particular show that since 1980, 3.0% to 4.0% (1.0 to 1.4 TWh yr\(^{-1}\)) of the country-scale hydropower production was directly provided by the net glacier mass loss and that this share is likely to reduce substantially by 2040-2060. For the period 2070-2090, a production reduction of about 1.0 TWh yr\(^{-1}\) is anticipated. A notable exception is the Rhone river catchment with its large and high elevation glaciers, resulting currently in 6.4 % to 8.6% of hydropower production from annual glacier mass loss. Despite of the continuous retreat of all glaciers, the Rhone river catchment might see its hydropower production from glacier retreat start declining only after 2040 to 2060.
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1 Introduction

Hydropower represents around 55% of the Swiss electricity production, which in 2015 was 61.6 TWh (Swiss Federal Office for Energy, 2017b). In the context of the ongoing Swiss energy system transition, the Swiss Energy Strategy 2050 (Swiss Federal Council, 2013) foresees a gradual phase out of nuclear power production. The loss of this electricity source – currently providing around one third of the national production – should be partly compensated by an increase of hydropower production (HP). Until 2050, the necessary increase is anticipated to be in the order of 5% to 10% for average hydrological conditions. Meeting this goal is highly challenging given that all major Swiss river systems are already exploited (Manso et al., 2015). Part of the HP increase will be required to compensate the production decreases resulting from the pending application of new environmental flow regulations (Schleiss, 2014).

All large Swiss rivers and many smaller rivers used for HP are influenced by meltwater from seasonal snow cover and glaciers. Accordingly, it is generally assumed that global warming might have considerable effects on Swiss HP due to the expected decrease of the share of precipitation falling as snow and to glacier retreat. Numerous studies quantified the effect of climate change on Swiss HP with a so-called climate change impact modeling chain (Schaeflr, 2015). These studies have a strong focus on high Alpine HP (Farinotti et al., 2012; Fatichi et al., 2015; Finger et al., 2012; Terrier et al., 2015). Only few studies exist on HP in lowland rivers (for an example, see, Hänggi and Weingartner, 2012; Wagner et al., 2016). While the earliest studies (Horton et al., 2006; Schaeflr et al., 2007) made very rough assumptions about the evolution of glacierized surfaces, recent work highlighted the importance of more detailed parameterizations of glacier surface evolution (Huss et al., 2010) and of reliable estimates of initial ice volumes (Gabbi et al., 2012). All studies on future high Alpine runoff clearly show the tendency towards a generalized change in the seasonal distribution of streamflows (cf. Section 2). Annual streamflow volumes affected by glacier contributions will go through a period of increase due to higher water input from strongly melting glaciers, before experiencing a general decrease by the end of this century due to the large-scale glacier retreat (e.g. Farinotti et al., 2016). The applied models for glacier evolution and the initial ice volume assumptions, however, crucially influence the projected timing of the tipping point between increasing and decreasing annual streamflow volumes (Huss et al., 2014; Gabbi et al., 2012).

In general, the sensitivity of glacier-fed HP systems with respect to climate change depends on how today’s production and infrastructure-design rely on the seasonal streamflow delay caused by snow and ice (Barnett et al., 2005). As shown by Huss (2011), the yearly melt water release from Alpine glaciers has a non-negligible influence on the summer streamflow of the Rhine, the Rhone, the Po and the Danube river up to locations far more downstream than what might be expected. This effect is particularly important for seasonally dry regions (Kaser et al., 2010), e.g. the Valais region in Switzerland, or for exceptionally dry summers such as 2003 (Beniston, 2004; Zappa and Kan, 2007).

To understand the role of glaciers for HP, a key variable is the amount of water that originated from annual glacier mass loss. This number is usually unknown but can be estimated based on observations of the key water balance components, i.e. precipitation and streamflow (Section
3). The recent work of Fischer et al. (2015) – who estimated annual mass changes for all glaciers in Switzerland during 1980-2010 – represents a unique opportunity to obtain insights into the role of glaciers for the Swiss water resources.

In this paper, we combine the above estimates with Swiss-wide data for water resources (Pfaundler and Zappa, 2008), glacier runoff simulations (Huss and Hock, 2015) and the spatial database on Swiss hydropower plants developed by (Balmer, 2012) to quantify the role of glaciers for HP in Switzerland. By doing so, we provide the first quantitative assessment for the share of HP that can be attributed to annual glacier mass loss and how this share might evolve in the future owing to changes in water availability from glacier melt.

2 Swiss water resources and HP

2.1 Overview

The average available water for Switzerland (total water volume divided by area) over the 20th century was around 1300 mm yr⁻¹ (Blanc and Schädler, 2013). Recent estimates of glacier mass change for all Swiss glaciers indicate a net change between 1980 and 2010 of –620 mm yr⁻¹ (relative to the glacier area in 2010, i.e. 944 km²) (Fischer et al., 2015). This corresponds to –14 mm yr⁻¹ when averaged over the area of Switzerland. While this number seems spurious on the annual level, it is not negligible in terms of monthly water availability (Huss, 2011). More importantly, this apparently small number represents a water input for hydropower production that does not originate from this year’s rainfall but from water accumulated decades to centuries ago.

2.2 Hydrological regimes

The temporal distribution of streamflow, or the streamflow regime, is key to understand the interplay of glacier melt water and HP. The streamflow regimes of Switzerland (Figure 1) are of two fundamentally different types (Weingartner and Aschwanden, 1992; Hänggi and Weingartner, 2012): (i) snow- or glacier-dominated regimes that show a pronounced low flow during winter (due to the freezing conditions) and much higher flows during the melt months (April-August), and (ii) rainfall-dominated regimes, where streamflow follows the seasonality of rainfall and of evapotranspiration (resulting in typical summer low flows). An overview of the spatial distribution of streamflow amounts is given in the Supplementary Material (Figure S1).

With anticipated atmospheric warming over the coming decades, major changes in the streamflow regime of snow- and glacier-fed drainage basins are expected (e.g. Barnett et al., 2005). As glaciers retreat, they release water from long-term storage, contributing thereby to a transient increase in annual streamflow for a few decades (e.g. Huss et al., 2008). The timing of maximum glacier melt volumes depends on the characteristics (elevation range, ice volume) of the catchment and the rate of climate change (Farinotti et al., 2012). In mountainous catchments, significant shifts in the hydrological regime are expected with increasing streamflow in spring and early summer and declining streamflow in July and
August (Horton et al., 2006; Finger et al., 2012; Addor et al., 2014). These changes result from an earlier onset of the snow melting season and from shrinking glacier areas.

2.3 Swiss hydropower infrastructure

The Swiss HP infrastructure in the year 2016 was composed of 662 powerhouses (Swiss Federal Office for Energy, 2017c) and 195 large dams that are under the direct supervision of the Swiss federal government (Swiss Federal Office for Energy, 2017a). The average annual HP was 35.7 TWh yr\(^{-1}\) for the period 1980-2016 (Table 1). The spatial distribution of the HP schemes is conditioned by the discussed specificities of the Swiss hydrological regimes (Figure 2): the southern and central mountain regions host most of the storage HP schemes; the large run-of-the-river (RoR) schemes are located on the lowland rivers.

**Classification of HP infrastructure**

The Swiss HP infrastructure can be divided into three main groups (Manso et al., 2015) (Figure 2). Group 1 includes **large storage schemes** that shift large amounts of meltwater inflows from summer to winter to buffer winter droughts. The group mostly consists of high-head (>100 m) storage schemes with one or several reservoirs (e.g. the well-known Grande Dixence with its storage reservoir of 401 \(10^6\) m\(^3\)). These reservoirs have typically natural catchment areas of between 50 and 150 km\(^2\) and waterways draining water from additional, distant catchments. Most group 1 schemes show periods in which their reservoir is full and during which they are operated as run-of-the-river schemes.

Group 2 includes **low-head** (a few tens of meters) RoR schemes with large catchments (>2500 km\(^2\)) with a typical installed capacity between 5 MW and 100 MW, built on large lowland rivers close to urban and industrial areas. The hydrologic regime of these rivers is strongly influenced by artificial or natural lakes and water management upstream.

Group 3 includes both low-head and high-head RoR schemes with catchments < 2500 km\(^2\). Contrary to low-head schemes, **high-head RoR schemes** (with heads from 100 to 1100 m) by-pass a given river-reach and usually have installed capacity below 30 MW. Schemes of group 2 and 3 usually have marginal storage capacity.

A special case are pumped-storage HP schemes that operate between one or two in-stream reservoirs (semi-open or open-loop pumped-storage). The number of such schemes might increase in the near future as a means for grid regulation (Gurung et al., 2016). They are not discussed separately here. It is noteworthy that both Group 1 and 3 include schemes that transfer water across the natural boarders of the major European rivers (e.g. the Gries HP scheme from the Rhone to the Po basin, the Hongrin scheme from Rhine to Rhone or the Totensee scheme from Rhone to Rhine).

2.4 Climate change impact projections on HP

The latest comprehensive analysis of climate change impact on Swiss HP was elaborated in the context of two research projects, CCHydro funded by the Swiss Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN, 2012) and CCWasserkraft (SGHL and CHy, 2011) funded by Swisselectric research and the Federal Office for Energy.
The latter project analysed potential climate change impacts on 50 representative Swiss catchments based on (a) climate scenarios that were downscaled from different climate models for the periods 2021-2050 and 2070-2099 and (b) detailed models of associated glacier retreat (Farinotti et al., 2012). The impacts on HP were studied for four high Alpine storage schemes, a non-glacier influenced storage HP system and an Alpine RoR HP scheme. These analyses concluded that the ongoing warming in the Alps will significantly decrease both the snow cover duration at all altitudes and the maximum annual snow accumulation at high elevations. As a result, Swiss glaciers will strongly reduce in surface by 2100. The combined effect of a reduced snowfall-to-rainfall ratio and of warmer spring temperatures will shift the annual maximum monthly streamflow of snow-dominated rivers to earlier periods in the year (up to several weeks). At the same time the snowmelt induced high flows might be more concentrated in time. The concomitant glacier melt will result in a temporary increase of annual streamflow but ultimately lead to reduced annual flows in glacier-influenced catchments, with reduced flows in late summer.

In general, late summer streamflow will be reduced in all snow-influenced catchments due to the earlier melting season. For non-glacierized catchments, the annual flow might slightly decrease by 2100 due to a warming-related increase of evapotranspiration and a potential (small) decrease of precipitation. For a comprehensive overview of projected changes, see the work of Speich et al. (2015).

The general tendency of these projections of future streamflow regimes are relatively robust and in agreement with all current and earlier studies on climate change impacts in Alpine areas (Addor et al., 2014; Farinotti et al., 2012; Fatichi et al., 2015; Finger et al., 2012; Horton et al., 2005; Huss et al., 2008; Rahman et al., 2015; Terrier et al., 2015; Uhlmann et al., 2013; Wagner et al., 2016). The amplitude of changes remains, however, highly uncertain due to uncertainties in both modelling and initial ice volume (Huss et al., 2014). An assessment of the volumes of all Swiss glaciers with ground-penetrating radar (Langhammer et al., 2017) is ongoing in the context of research for the Swiss energy transition (Schleiss, 2014).

3 Data sets

The detailed analysis of the role of glaciers for HP is based on five data sets: (i) a GIS database of the Swiss HP infrastructure (HYDROGIS, Balmer, 2012), (ii) the Swiss hydropower production statistics (Swiss Federal Office for Energy, 2016), (iii) monthly natural streamflows of the Swiss river network (Zappa et al., 2012), (iv) estimated glacier mass changes between 1980 and 2010 (Fischer et al., 2015), and (v) simulated past and future glacier runoff for all individual Swiss glaciers (Huss and Hock, 2015).

3.1 Hydropower infrastructure: HYDROGIS

The GIS data base developed by M. Balmer (Balmer, 2012) includes 401 powerhouses corresponding to a total installed power of 14.5 GW out of the total of 15.0 GW installed in 2005. In 2016, the total installed power was 16.2 GW. During the same time, the total expected production increased from 38.7 GWh to 39.9 GWh (Swiss Federal Office for Energy, 2016).
In HYDROGIS, the powerhouses are characterized by their production type (RoR, storage or pump-storage) and for most of them, the installed power and the turbine design discharge are known. Information on the feeding catchments is, however, not available at the powerhouse level since the 401 powerhouses are grouped into 284 HP schemes, which is the reference level for HP catchment information. The database includes furthermore 214 HP reservoirs, 119 dams and 787 water intakes.

For the present analysis, the most important added value of HYDROGIS is the connection between HP schemes and catchments, which was compiled by Balmer (2012) via a detailed analysis of adduction tunnels and of company reports of all schemes. Detailed checks showed that the database is reliable in terms of connections between catchments and HP schemes, which is the basis for the water resources analysis herein.

3.2 Hydropower production statistics

Hydropower production statistics are available from the yearly electricity statistics of Switzerland (Swiss Federal Office for Energy, 2017b) aggregated to six large regions: (i) Ticino, (ii) Grisons, (iii) Valais, (iv) Northern Alps, (iv) Jura, (vi) Plateau (for the correspondence of these regions to main Swiss river catchments see Table S1). Besides actual annual production, the statistics contain annual production potentials, which have to be reported by HP companies for water tax purposes. The production potential is used here as an estimate of the total annual amount of water that was available for production in the catchments (whether used or not).

3.3 Natural streamflow of Swiss rivers

The Swiss Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN) (Swiss Federal Office for the Environment, 2016) provides a Swiss-wide raster data set (500 m x 500 m) with simulated monthly natural streamflows. This data has been shown to give relatively unbiased estimates of the monthly flows if aggregated to areas between 10 km² – 1000 km² (beyond this scale, large lakes might bias the results) (Pfundler and Zappa, 2008). We use here the latest version of the data, made available by Zappa et al. (2012). It covers the period 1981-2000, which thus serves as reference period for all presented analyses.

3.4 Mass changes of Swiss glaciers

Geodetic mass changes between 1980 and 2010 are available for all glacier-covered HP catchments from Fischer et al. (2015). Corresponding glacier outlines are taken from the Swiss Glacier Inventory SGI2010(Fischer et al., 2014).

Between 1980 and 2010, the estimated average geodetic mass balance for the entire Swiss Alps was -620 mm water equivalent (w.e.) yr⁻¹, with remarkable regional differences (Table 4).

3.5 Glacier runoff

Present and future glacier runoff

For each individual glacier, past and future glacier mass balance, surface geometry change and retreat, and monthly runoff is available from the Global Glacier Evolution Model
The model has been forced with ERA-interim climate re-analysis data (Dee et al., 2011) for the past and with 14 Global Circulation Models and three different CO₂-emission pathways (Taylor et al., 2012) until 2100. For the purpose of the present paper, we define glacier runoff as all water exiting the glacier during one month (for details, see the Supplementary Material).

The future glacier runoff simulations from GloGEM show the expected decrease of glacier runoff in the period 2040–2060 for catchments with low glacier coverage. For the period 2070 – 2090, the simulations show a consistent decrease of glacier runoff for all HP catchments (Figure S2 and Farinotti et al., 2016).

4 Methods

We give hereafter details on how HP is estimated at different scales based on discharge data for different time periods, followed by details on the assessment of past and future HP from annual glacier mass loss and of expected HP changes resulting from hydrologic regime modifications.

4.1 Estimation of HP production at the scheme scale

The HP data available at the powerhouse level includes the expected annual electricity production for average years (based on past operation), \( E_h^* \) [Wh yr\(^{-1}\)], the total available power, \( P_h^* \) [W], and the total design discharge through the turbines, \( Q_h^* \) [m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\)], where \( h \) designates the (power)house level. A first order estimate of the number of powerhouse operating hours, \( \tau_h^* \) [h yr\(^{-1}\)], can thus be obtained as:

\[
\tau_h^* = \frac{E_h^*}{P_h^*} .
\]

The asterisk (*) is used to identify design variables and not actual time-varying quantities. Note that the estimate neglects the percentage of time that only part of the powerhouse capacity is used (i.e. not all turbines in use or at partial load).

Based on \( \tau_h^* \), we estimate a first lumped water-to-electricity conversion factor, called electricity coefficient, \( \gamma_h^* \) [kWh m\(^{-3}\)] as follows:

\[
\gamma_h^* = \frac{E_h^*}{Q_h^* \tau_h^* 3600 \cdot 10^3} = \frac{P_h^*}{Q_h^* \tau_h^* 3600 \cdot 10^3} .
\]

The electricity coefficients obtained at the scale of the powerhouses, \( \gamma_h^* \), can be summed up to the scale of the HP schemes:

\[
\gamma_j^* = \sum_{h \in j} \gamma_h^* ,
\]

where \( \gamma_j^* \) is the electricity coefficient of scheme \( j \).
This electricity coefficient $\gamma_j^*$ relates indirectly the average annual streamflow available from the catchment $Q_j$ [m$^3$ s$^{-1}$] to the corresponding electricity production at the scheme level, based on the past average electricity production. However, not all powerhouses within a catchment use the water of the entire catchment and the catchments corresponding to each powerhouse are unknown. We thus assume that the design discharge for each powerhouse, $Q_h^*$, multiplied by the expected operation hours, $\tau_h^*$, is representative of the amount of annual water that feeds this powerhouse. This assumption is adequate for storage plants, which mostly operate in design conditions. For RoR schemes this assumption leads to underestimating the operation hours and overestimating the electricity coefficient.

Accordingly, we propose to use the following weighted scheme-scale electricity coefficient $\gamma_j^*$:

$$\gamma_j = \frac{\sum_{\forall j \in J} E_h^*}{3600 \sum_{\forall j \in J} Q_h^* \tau_h^*} = \frac{\sum_{\forall j \in J} \gamma_j Q_h^* \tau_h^*}{\sum_{\forall j \in J} Q_h^* \tau_h^*},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Actual discharge time series for different time periods are available at the catchment-scale only. An estimate of the discharge $Q_{hi}$ feeding each powerhouse $h$ over time period $i$ is obtained as:

$$Q_{hi} = Q_j \frac{Q_h^*}{\sum_{\forall j \in J} Q_h^*},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $Q_j$ [m$^3$ s$^{-1}$] is the average annual discharge available for the scheme catchment $j$ during time period $i$.

The weighted scheme-scale electricity coefficient is the key to estimate HP from annual glacier mass loss for past and future time periods at the scheme-scale.

**4.2 Estimation of HP production at the regional scale**

The electricity statistics also report production statistics for subregions of Switzerland. To obtain a regional-scale electricity coefficient $\gamma_r$ [kWh m$^{-3}$] for region $r$, the scheme-scale electricity coefficients are weighted according to their expected total production (a flow-time scaling is not possible since the concept of operating hours does not make sense at the scheme scale):

$$\gamma_r = \frac{\sum_{\forall j \in r} \gamma_j E_j^*}{\sum_{\forall j \in r} E_j^*}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)
Where $E_j = \sum_{h \in j} E_h^*$ is the expected production at the scheme level. This regional-scale electricity coefficient expresses how much water is produced from a m$^3$ of water flow that is originating in that region.

### 4.3 Estimation of HP production at the network scale

Changing the perspective from the hydropower producing catchment to a hydropower producing river reach, we can estimate a weighted electricity coefficient $\hat{\gamma}_x$ at a given network location $x$:

$$
\hat{\gamma}_x = \frac{\sum_{h \in \text{upstream}_x} E_h^* \tau_h^*}{3600 \sum_{h \in \text{upstream}_x} Q_h^* \tau_h^*} = \frac{\sum_{h \in \text{upstream}_x} \gamma_h^* Q_h^* \tau_h^*}{\sum_{h \in \text{upstream}_x} Q_h^* \tau_h^*}.
$$

(7)

While $\gamma_j$ expresses how much hydropower is produced from a m$^3$ of water flow generated in a catchment, this point-scale electricity coefficient, $\hat{\gamma}_x$, expresses how much electricity is generated per m$^3$ of water that transits a given location in a river.

The total hydropower production of the entire network upstream of location $x$ for period $i$ is then obtained as:

$$
E_{xx} = 3600 \cdot 10^3 \sum_{h \in \text{upstream}_x} \gamma_h^* Q_h^* \tau_h^*.
$$

(8)

### 4.4 Analysis of past and future water resources availability from annual glacier mass loss

Based on the observed data of Fischer et al. (2014;2015), we propose to estimate the share of water resources that results from glacier mass depletion, $\rho_{ij}$, at the scale of all HP scheme catchments as follows:

$$
\rho_{ij} = \frac{m_{ij}}{q_{ij}},
$$

(9)

where $m_{ij}$ [mm yr$^{-1}$] is the average annual glacier mass loss in catchment $j$ over period $i$, and $q_{ij}$ [mm yr$^{-1}$] is the specific discharge of catchment $j$ (discharge in m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ divided by the catchment area). Given the assumed linear relationship between annual HP, $E_{ij}$, and available discharge (Equation 7), $\rho_{ij}$ gives a direct estimate of the share of annual HP that results from glacier mass depletion.

Discharge and ice melt data are available for the following periods: $T_{\text{ref}}=1981 – 2000$, $T_1=2040-2060$ and $T_2=2070-2090$. In addition, some results are reported for the time period 1980-2010, which is the original reference period for the mass balance data published by Fischer et al. (2015).
4.5 Future regime impacts on HP

Climate change induced modifications of glacier runoff affect the water availability in terms of quantity and temporal occurrence (an example of future simulated glacier runoff is given in Figure 3). We quantify the effect of regime modifications on HP in terms of the absolute difference of the runoff volume from the glacier-covered area between two time periods for each month \( m \):

\[
V^g_{ij}(m) = |Q^g_{ij}(m) - Q^\text{ref}_{ij}(m)| \Delta m,
\]

where \( V^g_{ij}(m) \) [m\(^3\)] is the glacier \((g)\) runoff volume difference for month \( m \), time period \( i \) and catchment \( j \), \( Q^g_{ij}(m) \) [m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\)] is the monthly simulated glacier runoff of time period \( i \), and \( Q^\text{ref}_{ij}(m) \) [m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\)] is the monthly glacier runoff for the reference period. \( \Delta m \) [s] is the duration of the month. The reference area for \( V^g_{ij}, Q^g_{ij}, \) and \( Q^\text{ref}_{ij} \) is the glacier-covered area during the reference period. For future periods, in which glaciers have retreated, this area will notably include ice-free surfaces as well.

A glacier runoff change indicator \( \delta_{ij} \) is obtained by (i) normalizing \( V^g_{ij}(m) \) to the total catchment discharge \( Q^\text{ref}_{ij}(m) \) for the reference period and (ii) averaging over all months (see Figure S3 for an illustration):

\[
\delta_{ij} = \frac{\sum_{m=1}^{12} V^g_{ij}(m)}{Q^\text{ref}_{ij}(m) \Delta m}.
\]

As for the share of electricity production resulting from glacier mass depletion \( \rho_{ij} \), \( \delta_{ij} \) can be directly interpreted in terms of HP: it gives the relative amount of annual hydropower that, for period \( i \), is available during a different period of the year than for the reference period.

5 Results

5.1 Swiss HP overview

The Swiss HP schemes use the water of an area of 39,740 km\(^2\), corresponding to 93% of the Swiss territory and including all Swiss glaciers. The large percentage is due to the run-of-river (RoR) HP schemes in series on all large rivers leaving Switzerland (Figure 2 and Table S2).

The cumulative sum of all HP scheme catchments amounts to 528,278 km\(^2\) or roughly 13 times the total catchment area (Table 2), which emphasizes the degree of nesting of the HP catchments, in particular in low-lying areas (Plateau region, North of the Alpes region).

On average, the water from the 134 headwater catchments is used in 12 HP stages, with 12 headwater catchments that are not part of a larger production network. The water from some Alpine headwater catchments is used in up to 30 HP stages down to the Rhine in Basel.
5.2 Natural variability of Swiss HP resources

Measured in terms of production potential, the six major HP regions (Table 2) show important differences in interannual variability of available water (Figure 4a), with coefficients of variations (standard deviation divided by the mean) ranging from 0.06 to 0.16. The interannual variability of precipitation (Figure 4b), in contrast, is rather similar across all regions, with a coefficient of variation between 0.10 and 0.11.

The lowest variability of the production potential is obtained for the region with the highest glacierization (Valais, Figure 4c) and for the Plateau region (Figure 4e). For the Valais, as for other areas with a high glacierization, the glaciers act as a strong buffer of interannual variability. This notably results in a relatively stable interannual operation of high elevation HP reservoirs across Switzerland (see Hänggi and Weingartner, 2012, including an illustration of Swiss reservoir filling curves).

The low variability of the production potential of the Plateau region can be explained by the large number of RoR power plants with large catchments, for which the spatial precipitation variability averages out. At the Swiss scale, the low variability of the production potential results from an averaging effect across regions.

5.3 Electricity coefficients from the scheme scale to the regional scale

Swiss HP infrastructure shows high electricity coefficients, with an average electricity coefficient of the analyzed powerhouses of 0.63 kWh m$^{-3}$ and an average scheme scale electricity coefficient of 0.59 kWh m$^{-3}$ (Table 3). For individual schemes, the values range from 0.004 kWh m$^{-3}$ for lowland RoR schemes to up to 4.44 kWh m$^{-3}$ for the single-stage high-head Cleuson-Dixence HP scheme (Figure 5).

The overall high scheme-scale electricity coefficients are explained by the high electricity coefficients of headwater catchments, with an average of 0.95 kWh m$^{-3}$ (Figure 5a). Three of these headwater schemes have both a particularly high head with their powerhouses located at low elevation in the Rhone valley bottom and high elevation catchments, resulting in electricity coefficients above 3 kWh m$^{-3}$ (Figure 5a).

At the level of the electricity statistics regions, a generally strong elevation trend of electricity coefficients becomes visible (Figure 5b). The trend is of 1.00 kWh m$^{-3}$ per 1000 m of increase of the mean catchment elevation. This Swiss-wide trend can be converted into a rough estimate of the electricity coefficient of HP from glacier melt water: given the mean elevation of the Swiss glaciers by 2010, 3042 m asl), the general elevation trend of regional electricity coefficients (Figure 5b) yields an electricity coefficient of 1.00 $10^{-3}$ kWh m$^{-3}$ m$^{-1}$ $\times$ 3042 m - 0.940 kWh m$^{-3}$ = 2.11 kWh m$^{-3}$ (see Section 5.5 for further details).

5.4 Electricity coefficients at the network scale

The effect of having sequences of HP schemes along rivers can be illustrated based on the two largest river networks, the one of the Rhine and of the Rhone (Figure 2). The Rhine network has a weighted electricity coefficient of 0.04 kWh m$^{-3}$, which is twice as high as the electricity coefficient of the hydropower plant operating on the Rhine at its Swiss outlet (Birsfelden), which equals $\gamma_h$=0.02 kWh m$^{-3}$ (Table 3). For the Rhone catchment, including
many high-head hydropower plants and with water being used in up to 9 stages, the weighted electricity coefficient of the entire network equals 0.27 kWh m$^{-3}$, which is more than 10 times the electricity coefficient of the powerhouse on the Rhone at its Swiss outlet (at Chancy-Pougny, 0.02 kWh m$^{-3}$).

### 5.5 Estimation of HP production from annual glacier mass loss

The high elevation HP schemes receive a significant amount of water input from annual glacier mass change, up to 500 mm yr$^{-1}$ (relative to the scheme catchment area) for 1981-2000, or more than 25 % of the total annual catchment discharge (Figure 7).

On a Swiss-wide area-average, the glaciers’ net contribution was of 479 mm w.e. yr$^{-1}$ for 1981-2000 (Table 4). During this period, the average Swiss glacier cover was 1111 km$^2$ (assuming a linear retreat of the glacier area between 1973 and 2010) (Fischer et al., 2015). A first rough estimate of the HP originating from annual glacier mass loss can be obtained with the regional electricity coefficient extrapolated to the mean glacier elevation. The corresponding production over 1981-2000 equals thus $0.479 \text{ m yr}^{-1} \times 1111 \times 10^6 \text{ m}^2 \times 2.11 \text{ kWh m}^{-3} = 1123 \text{ GWh yr}^{-1}$, or 3.2 % of the Swiss-wide annual production over the same period, which was 34,738 GWh yr$^{-1}$ (Swiss Federal Office for Energy, 2016). For the period 1980 – 2010, which had a stronger annual glacier mass loss (Table 4), this ratio equals 4.0 % (Table 5).

This estimation of HP ratios from glacier mass loss relies on two numbers: the average annual glacier mass loss and the electricity coefficient estimated from design data (expected annual production, production time and turbine flow). The annual glacier mass loss has an uncertainty of +/- 0.07 m yr$^{-1}$ (Fischer et al., 2015). For the interpolated area of individual glaciers between observation dates, an error of +/-5 % can be assumed as a conservative estimate. The 95% confidence interval of the electricity coefficient interpolated at the Swiss-scale for glaciers (from linear regression analysis) is 2.11 +/- 0.68 kWh m$^{-3}$. Inserting these uncertainties into the above regional estimate of HP from glacier-covered areas results in estimated HP from annual glacier mass loss of between 1.8% and 5.2% for the period 1980 to 2000 and 2.3% to 6.2% for the period 1981 to 2010.

HP calculations based on scheme-scale melt ratios (Figure 8a) gives very similar estimates: the production ratio $\rho_{i,j}$ averaged over all glacier schemes, weighted by the expected scheme production, equals 3.2% for the period 1981-2000 and 4.0 % for 1980-2010 (Table 5). These Swiss-wide averages of HP production ratios from glacier mass loss hide significant regional differences, with estimates for the past periods ranging from between 6.4 and 7.8 % for the Rhone river to between 1.8% and 2.2% for the Rhine river (Table 5).

For the future, the GloGEM simulations predict that 55% and 79% of the 2010 glacier volume will be lost by 2040-2060 and 2070-2090, respectively (Table S3). The strong reduction from 2010 to 2040-2060 is coherent with the observed loss of 37% (22.5 km$^3$) over the period 1980-2010 (the estimated glacier volume for 2010 was of 59.9 km$^3$; (Fischer et al., 2015). The corresponding simulated annual glacier mass loss rates at the scheme-scale result in an average $\rho_{i,j}$ of 2.5% for 2040-2060 (Figure 8c) and of 1.2% for 2070-2090 (average over glacier schemes, (Table 5).
The maps of $\rho_{ij}$ (Figure 8c,d) reveal that, in the past, annual glacier mass loss was an important source of water for HP at larger scales and not only in the headwater catchments. Given the strong glacier retreat, the input from annual glacier mass loss is, however, significantly reduced in future simulations. For the Rhine river, input from annual glacier mass loss is likely to become insignificant in the future (Table 5).

For the Rhone river catchment, the simulations suggest that the decrease in HP from annual glacier mass loss might only occur after the period 2040-2060. The contributions, however, will remain significant for this century, with 3.8% estimated for the period 2070-2090 (Table 5).

5.6 Impacts of glacier runoff regime changes

Future runoff from glacier catchments is, on average, expected to shift to earlier periods in the year, especially for catchments with important glacier volume loss. The simulated glacier runoff shifts, as summarized by the indicator $\delta_{ij}$, correspond mostly to less than 10% of the scheme-scale discharges. This is true for both periods 2040-2060 and 2070-2090 (Figure 9). The notable exception are a few run-of-river schemes that are located at elevations higher than 1400 m asl. Here, shifts go up to 35% for the period 2040-2060. Given the strong simulated glacier retreat up to then, the regimes shift only slightly beyond this period.

6 Discussion

This study brings together a number of data sets that have not been analyzed jointly so far. In particular, it combines recent model results on glacier mass evolution, estimates for glacier runoff and catchment-scale river discharge, as well as statistics and spatial information on hydropower infrastructure. The contribution of annual glacier mass change to HP is estimated in two different ways: either (a) by estimating and averaging ratios of annual glacier mass loss and total discharge for all HP scheme catchments, or (b) from an elevation-dependent electricity production factor and the mean glacier elevation. Whilst the first method relies on discharge estimates that are based on simulations and observations, the second only relies on observed glacier mass balance data and interpolated electricity coefficients.

Both methods give similar results for the share of HP resulting from the depletion of glacier mass, with Swiss-wide average estimates ranging from 3.1% to 4.0% for the observation
periods. These ratios thus give a robust estimate of the amount of Swiss-wide HP that originated from annual glacier mass loss in the recent past. It has to be noted that these numbers are considerably higher than the simple average share (not weighted by production) of water originating from glacier mass depletion in the various scheme catchments. The latter, in fact, amounts to only between 1.3% and 1.7% (Table 4). This almost doubling effect between the average ratio of water availability from glacier mass depletion and the corresponding average ratio of HP is a direct consequence of using the glacier melt water several times along the river network and of the high electricity coefficients associated with glacier water resources.

The simulations suggest that, on a Swiss-wide basis, HP might receive a significantly lower share of water from annual glacier mass loss already in the near future. Compared to 1981-2000, the future simulations predict a reduction of the HP ratios from 3.1% to 2.5% for the period 2040-2060 and to 1.2% for 2070-2090. This corresponds to a production reduction of around 0.56 TWh yr\(^{-1}\) for 2040-2060 and of around 1.00 TWh yr\(^{-1}\) for 2070-2090.

This share of HP from glacier mass depletion has to be put into relation to other changes expected for HP in the near future. HP is namely expected to decrease by 1.4 TWh yr\(^{-1}\) due to the implementation of the Swiss water protection act during concession renewals (Tonka, 2015;Schleiss, 2014). This is in contrast to the Swiss Energy Strategy 2050, that plans a net HP increase (beyond water protection effects) by at least 1.5 TWh yr\(^{-1}\). According to the same strategy, this should be obtained by building new small hydropower plants (+1.3 TWh yr\(^{-1}\)) and from the extension and adaptation of existing large plants (+0.9 TWh yr\(^{-1}\)) (Manso et al., 2015;Schleiss, 2014).

The reduction of annual melt water might well be the dominant warming-induced impact for many schemes. The presented analysis shows, however, that for most schemes, the future temporal pattern of glacier melt water inflow will result in a redistribution of less than 10% of the total available water. In other terms, the annual HP pattern will not fundamentally change for those schemes. It must be noted, however, that this does not applies to RoR schemes that have catchments currently exhibiting an important degree of glacier coverage. Such schemes might in fact experience a profound modification of their water inflow regime already in the near future.

Given the individual character of HP schemes, a more detailed analysis of the temporal redistribution of melt water flows is challenging and would require a detailed analysis at the level of water intakes. Some water intakes might e.g. lose water during future melt periods if the melt water flow is more concentrated on shorter periods and thus exceeds the intake capacity (resulting in a potential increase of overspill duration and magnitude). This might in particular affect glacier-influenced storage HP schemes that usually have a high number of water intakes (e.g. the Grande Dixence scheme has 100 km of tunnels to route the water of 75 water intakes to its main reservoir; (Grande Dixence, 2010). The Swiss-wide database on water intakes (which includes 1406 HPP intakes, Kummer et al., 2007, p. 22) is, however, known to be incomplete and contains essentially the intakes that are directly relevant for residual flows.
A third implication of climate warming for glacier-influenced HP is a potential modification of the year-to-year variability of available water. This modification is anticipated in many climate change impact studies in high Alpine environments (Horton et al., 2006). With the average monthly flow data used in this study, no further assessment of this important aspect is possible. However, the analyses presented for the annual hydropower production potential (quantifying the production potential) and for the annual precipitation variability at a regional scale shows that there is no clear link between the today’s amounts of glacier cover and the annual variability in the production potential. This result is unexpected since HP regions with a high glacier cover were previously thought to show a relatively low year-to-year variability of hydropower production potential (Hänggi and Weingartner, 2012). Understanding in detail how the HP network structure buffers current year-to-year precipitation variability and how this might evolve in the future is left for future research.

7 Conclusion

Alpine hydropower production (HP) is benefitting from glacier water resources that have been accumulated decades and centuries ago, and that cannot be replenished in the near future. This first quantification of the HP share originating from annual glacier mass loss at the scale of Switzerland reveals that 3.1% to 4% of the total annual HP presently originates from this transient water resource. The share will rapidly decline for all Swiss regions, resulting in a reduction of the present-day production levels of about 1.0 TWh yr\(^{-1}\) by mid-century. This figure is comparable to the 1.4 TWh yr\(^{-1}\) production loss that can be expected from the implementation of the new Swiss water protection act (Tonka, 2015;Schleiss, 2014). An exception is given for the Rhone river catchment, in which the relatively large amount of glaciers will continue to provide increased amounts of meltwater at least until the late 2040s.

Our results showed the high water-to-energy conversion efficiency of the Swiss infrastructure, with average electricity coefficients of 0.63 kWh m\(^{-3}\) for HP powerhouses, and of 0.59 kWh m\(^{-3}\) for entire HP schemes. Coefficients as high as 4.44 kWh m\(^{-3}\) are found for individual high-head schemes. Averaged over the country, the electricity coefficient was found to increase by 1.0 kWh m\(^{-3}\) per 1000 m elevation increase. Considering today’s average glacier elevation, the energy coefficient for glacier melt water was estimated to be in the order of 2.1 kWh m\(^{-3}\).

Despite of observational uncertainties, we have shown that the presented estimates are robust. We anticipate our results to have direct implications for national HP infrastructure projects, such as storage increase at high elevation sites or multipurpose projects combining HP and the regulation of interannual hydrological variability.
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Tables

Table 1: Overview of Swiss annual hydropower production (1980 – 2016), including energy consumption for water pumping from lower to upper reservoirs (Swiss Federal Office for Energy, 2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hydropower production</th>
<th>TWh yr⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average production</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum (year 2001)</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum (year 1996)</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average consumption for pumping</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Properties of the electricity statistics regions, including the coefficient of variation (cv) of precipitation and the production potential; glacier cover indicates the relative glacier cover for the reference year 2010. The average values for the HP catchments are computed as the average of all scheme catchments of a region. The electricity coefficient is the average value of all powerhouses within a region. Production potential and precipitation data refer to period 1983-2014; normalization with the mean over this period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Total HP catchment area (km²)</th>
<th>Joint area (km²)</th>
<th># power-houses</th>
<th>Average glacier cover of HP catchments (%)</th>
<th>Average elevation of HP catchments (m asl.)</th>
<th>Average elevation of powerhouses (m asl.)</th>
<th>Normalized annual production potential [min, max]</th>
<th>cv production potential</th>
<th>cv precipitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland (CH)</td>
<td>39741</td>
<td>528278</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1742</td>
<td>752</td>
<td>(0.85, 1.20)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grisons</td>
<td>7088</td>
<td>10235</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2162</td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>(0.77, 1.41)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valais</td>
<td>5200</td>
<td>27324</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>2414</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>(0.83, 1.16)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ticino</td>
<td>2735</td>
<td>2357</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1816</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>(0.63, 1.36)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jura</td>
<td>2532</td>
<td>7075</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>(0.68, 1.36)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plateau</td>
<td>10037</td>
<td>234419</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1124</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>(0.87, 1.14)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Alps</td>
<td>12408</td>
<td>246868</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1530</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>(0.86, 1.15)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Characteristic electricity coefficients (EC), computed at different levels. Area-scale ECs express how much hydropower is produced per m$^3$ of water originating in that area, point-scale ECs express how much hydropower is produced per m$^3$ transiting through that point. The weighing type indicates how the underlying data is weighed (*design discharge* is the design discharge of the turbines, *exp.* stands for *expected* and designates a design value rather than an actual observed value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EC name</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Aggregation level</th>
<th>Underlying EC data</th>
<th>Weighing</th>
<th>kWh m$^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powerhouses, average (n=284)</td>
<td>Point-scale</td>
<td>Powerhouses</td>
<td>Powerhouses</td>
<td>No weighing</td>
<td>0.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powerhouses, max</td>
<td>Point-scale</td>
<td>Powerhouses</td>
<td>Powerhouses</td>
<td>Does not apply</td>
<td>4.444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powerhouses, min</td>
<td>Point-scale</td>
<td>Powerhouses</td>
<td>Powerhouses</td>
<td>Does not apply</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schemes, average</td>
<td>Area-scale</td>
<td>Schemes</td>
<td>Powerhouses</td>
<td>Exp. production hours x design discharge</td>
<td>0.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grisons</td>
<td>Area-scale</td>
<td>Production region</td>
<td>Schemes</td>
<td>Exp. annual production</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valais</td>
<td>Area-scale</td>
<td>Production region</td>
<td>Schemes</td>
<td>Exp. annual production</td>
<td>1.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ticino</td>
<td>Area-scale</td>
<td>Production region</td>
<td>Schemes</td>
<td>Exp. annual production</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jura</td>
<td>Area-scale</td>
<td>Production region</td>
<td>Schemes</td>
<td>Exp. annual production</td>
<td>0.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plateau</td>
<td>Area-scale</td>
<td>Production region</td>
<td>Schemes</td>
<td>Exp. annual production</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Alps</td>
<td>Area-scale</td>
<td>Production region</td>
<td>Schemes</td>
<td>Exp. annual production</td>
<td>0.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Area-scale</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Regions</td>
<td>Exp. annual production</td>
<td>0.906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine</td>
<td>Point-scale</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Powerhouses</td>
<td>Exp. production hours x design discharge</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine outlet, Birsfelden</td>
<td>Point-scale</td>
<td>Scheme</td>
<td>Powerhouses</td>
<td>Does not apply</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhone</td>
<td>Point-scale</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Powerhouses</td>
<td>Exp. production hours x design discharge</td>
<td>0.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhone outlet, Chancy-Pougny</td>
<td>Point-scale</td>
<td>Scheme</td>
<td>Powerhouses</td>
<td>Does not apply</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH glacier area</td>
<td>Area-scale</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Regions</td>
<td>Interpolated from regions</td>
<td>2.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine glacier area</td>
<td>Area-scale</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Regions</td>
<td>Interpolated from regions</td>
<td>1.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhone glacier area</td>
<td>Area-scale</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Regions</td>
<td>Interpolated from regions</td>
<td>2.212</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Observed average glacier mass balance changes (in mm of water equivalent) for Switzerland (CH), the Rhine and the Rhone HP catchments at their outlet and the corresponding ratio of net annual ice melt to average annual discharge without considering HP nesting. A few glaciers are not included neither in the Rhine HP catchment nor in the Rhone HP network; some glacier water of the physiographic Rhone catchment is exported, i.e. does not feed the Rhone HP catchments (e.g. Gries).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Area HP production catchments (km²)</th>
<th>Annual glacier Mass loss (mm yr⁻¹)</th>
<th>Glacier area (km²)</th>
<th>Avg discharge reference period (mm yr⁻¹)</th>
<th>Ratio of annual glacier mass loss to discharge (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
<td>39741</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>1261.2</td>
<td>942.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine</td>
<td>26520</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>406.3</td>
<td>283.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhone</td>
<td>7655</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>682.5</td>
<td>543.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Estimated average HP ratios from glacier melt, $\bar{\rho}_{CH}$, estimated either from ratios of net glacier melt to total discharge (labeled *discharge ratios*) or from glacier-averaged electricity coefficient (see Table 3), labeled $EC$. Confidence limits (given in brackets) can be calculated for the EC method only; discharge-based estimations are weighted averages over the schemes, with weights corresponding to the expected annual production of each scheme. For the simulations, the net ice melt corresponds to the melt between two simulation time periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimation method</th>
<th>Reference period simulation</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$\bar{\rho}_{CH} \ (-)$</th>
<th>$\bar{\rho}_{Rhone} \ (-)$</th>
<th>$\bar{\rho}_{Rhone} \ (-)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>avg EC</td>
<td>1981-2000</td>
<td>Obs</td>
<td>3.2 (1.8,5.2)</td>
<td>6.4 (3.4,10.2)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.0,2.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg EC</td>
<td>1980-2010</td>
<td>Obs</td>
<td>4.0 (2.3,6.2)</td>
<td>7.8 (4.4,12.2)</td>
<td>2.2 (1.3,3.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge ratios</td>
<td>1981-2000</td>
<td>Obs</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge ratios</td>
<td>1980-2010</td>
<td>Obs</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge ratios</td>
<td>2010-2020</td>
<td>2040-2060</td>
<td>GloGEM</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge ratios</td>
<td>2040-2060</td>
<td>2070-2090</td>
<td>GloGEM</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected production GWh yr$^{-1}$</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>HYDROGIS</td>
<td>36,458</td>
<td>10,341</td>
<td>18,931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg HP GWh yr$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1981-2000</td>
<td>Electricity stat.</td>
<td>34,738</td>
<td>9853*</td>
<td>18,038*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg HP GWh yr$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1980-2010</td>
<td>Electricity stat</td>
<td>35241</td>
<td>9996*</td>
<td>18299*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg glacier elevation</td>
<td></td>
<td>SwissTopo</td>
<td>3042</td>
<td>3170</td>
<td>2814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*estimated by scaling the Swiss-wide production by the expected production
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Figures

Figure 1: Swiss hydrological regimes in terms of the ratio between mean monthly streamflow and the mean annual streamflow (denoted as $Q$); a) for south of the Alps, b) for north of the Alps. Data source: (Pfaundler and Schönenberger, 2013).

Figure 2: Distribution of main types of HP powerhouses according to the nine main Swiss river catchments; the Limmat and Reuss feed into the Aare river, which itself feeds into the Rhine river; own representation based on the HP powerhouse type and feeding catchment contained in (WASTA, Swiss Federal Office for Energy, 2015); other data sources: glacier outline (Fischer et al., 2014), digital elevation model (SwissTopo, 2005), lake vector data:
(SwissTopo, 2008), catchment vector data: Swiss Hydrological Atlas HADES (Schädler and Weingartner, 2002)

Figure 3: Present and future glacier runoff compared to the catchment discharge for the reference period for two selected HP catchments: a) Mauvoisin HP scheme located in the Upper Rhone River catchment; b) Bergeller HP scheme located in the Adda catchment (see Figure 2). Data source: glacier runoff (Huss and Hock, 2015), catchment discharge (Zappa et al., 2012).
Figure 4: Normalized annual production potential and annual precipitation (with reference to the average value for the period 1983 – 2014): a) production potential for each of the six regions used in the electricity statistics and country-average, b) precipitation for each region and country-average (data as recorded at the SwissMetNet stations, (Suter et al., 2006), c) to h) production potential and precipitation per region; given is also the correlation between production potential and precipitation (corr), the coefficient of variation of the production potential (cv prod) and the degree of glacier cover. The hydrological year starts on 1 Oct.
Figure 5: Relationship between elevation and electricity coefficients: a) electricity coefficients at the scale of headwater catchments; shown are the power house electricity coefficients $\gamma_h$ against power house elevation and the scheme-scale electricity coefficients $\gamma_j$ against catchment elevation; b) regional electricity coefficients, $\gamma_r$, for the six HP regions and for entire Switzerland against average scheme catchment elevation.

Figure 6: Spatial distribution of electricity coefficients of all HP schemes. The catchments are nested, lowland RoR catchments contain upstream catchments.
Figure 7: Annual glacier mass loss and corresponding hydropower production as a function of scheme catchment elevation for the period 1981-2000; a) annual glacier mass loss in mm yr$^{-1}$ (log-scale) b) estimated hydropower production from annual glacier mass loss (multiplied with the electricity coefficient $\gamma$) in GWh yr$^{-1}$.

Figure 8: Spatial distribution of the hydropower production from glacier mass loss; a) ratios $\rho_{ij}$ for the period 1981-2000, b) ratios for the period 2040-2060 based on GloGEM simulations; c) hydropower production from glacier mass loss in GWh yr$^{-1}$ for the period 1981-2010, d) 2040-2060 based on GloGEM simulations.
Figure 9: Glacier runoff change ratios ($\delta_{ij}$) for all schemes that had glaciers during the reference period, plotted against scheme catchment elevation: left, period 2040-2060; right, period 2070-2090. The reference period is 1981-2000 for both future periods. Mixed schemes have run-of-river (RoR) and (pump-)storage hydropower production.